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How do you define premium and luxury packaging? It’s the iconic peacock blue 

that consumers the world over associate with precious gems. It’s the distinctive 

tan, black and red plaid that adorns everything from coats and scarfs to boots and 

purses. It’s the buttery leather with the French accent. For packaging designers 

who play in this heady category, the challenges are mighty. How do you design 

packaging that owns the shelf and caters to environmental and cost concerns? 

How do you maintain color consistency across the brand and across the globe? 

And how to you produce an exotic, snakeskin package that looks so real you 

simply have to reach out and touch it?

Neenah Packaging announces its 
Expanded Box Wrap Portfolio and 
custom options.
Premium brands are establishing themselves 
globally, raising the bar on shelf. In the 
words of Mark Sng, director of marketing 

for Neenah Packaging, “You have just four 
seconds to grab a consumer’s attention as 
they scan products in a retail setting. So it’s 
more than just standing out visually on shelf. 
If you want to communicate a premium or 
luxury feel, you need to entice someone to 

reach out and touch the product. The more 
textural the experience, the more engaged 
the consumer.” That mission is at the core 
of Neenah Packaging’s new Box Wrap 
Portfolio; two collections – differentiated 
packaging solutions – that feature mid-range 
to premium in one, and the most luxurious 
decorative papers in the other. Adds Sng, 
“Together, the Box Wrap collection create an 
elevated line, ideal for national and multi-
national retail, beauty, alcohol, electronics 
and entertainment media brands.”

Leathers, metallics, exotic skins 
and a complete range of whites.
The Neenah Packaging Box Wrap Premium 
collection has been available for some time. 
But the paper giant expanded it by adding 
26 new items including offset- printable, 

uncoated and lightweight C1S premium box 
wrap papers with a wide rage of white colors 
and sustainable options.

The Box Wrap Luxury collection is new, 
with one-of-a-kind papers the exude luxury in 
both look and touch. Ssys Sng, “Luxury papers 
open the door to more design opportunities. 
“This collection is all about building a unique 
design. Designers can start with color, select 
an embossed texture and further enhance the 
visual with a print pattern and/or specialty 
finish. “There has never been an offering with 
this kind of variety and creative potential, “ adds 
Sng. “When you look at the Luxury book, you’ll 
see authentic looking fine feathers and realistic 
metal-like finishes, plus textures and high end 
exotic skins. They mimic the real thing.”

Ensuring that every print run 
delivers consistency—from Denver 
to Dubai.
For brands establishing themselves globally, 
consistent color and texture are vital. In 
addition to the creative possibilities found in 
both Box Wrap collections, Neenah Packaging 

offers onsite service and oversight, ensuring 
that consumers the world over enjoy a 
consistent brand experience. Says Sng, 
“The Box Wrap collections are available 
in both readymade and custom options. 
Plus, we have the capabilities to not only 
custom-create, or precisely custom match 
brand colors, we guarantee the colors will 
match print run after print run, and across all 
product categories, from boxes to bags to 
gift cards, carriers and hang tags.”

Two-book specification program 
serves as idea starter for 
designers.
Brand owners and packaging designers can 
see the breadth of quality papers in the two 
beautifully rendered sample books. Adds 
Sng, ““Designers can use the Box Wrap books 
as idea starters. The books show a sampling 
of the breadth and scope of the Premium 
and the Luxury collections. These collections 
are truly best in class, allowing designers to 
decorate in a way that opens a new world of 
creativity for premium and luxury brands.”

Contact your local 
Neenah Packaging rep 
to request a special 
presentation of the new 
Neenah Packaging Box 
Wrap specification 
books, or visit www.
neenahpackaging.com/
contact to order copies.

Box Wrap Wow
Dramatic new papers serve up a wealth of textures, luxury coatings and 
sustainable options designed to give packaging more presence.


